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ON NONSTRONGLY REGULAR MATRICES

J.  BAZINET AND J.  A.  SIDDIQI1

Abstract. Using the Rudin-Shapiro sequence, the existence of

a regular but not strongly regular positive matrix that sums

{exp(2irikt)} to 0 for all f E (0,1) is established. As a corollary it

is shown that there exist matrices that sum all almost periodic

sequences without possessing the Borel property and vice versa.

1. A matrix A — (an¡k) of real or complex numbers is called strongly

regular if it is regular and

00

(1) lim 2 K.fc - an.k+l\ = 0.

Such matrices possess many interesting properties. Thus a matrix is

translative if and only if it is strongly regular (cf. Petersen [5, p. 21]).

Lorentz [3] has shown that a matrix sums every almost convergent

sequence to its almost convergence limit if and only if it is strongly regular.

If A = (an k) is strongly regular, then it necessarily satisfies the conditions

CO

(2) lim 2 an.k exp(27Tz/ci) = 0

and

00

(3) Hm 2 |fl».*l exp(27rifcí) = 0
fl-» 00 k=0

for all / e (0, 1) as a simple Abel's transformation shows. The question

naturally arises whether there exist regular matrices satisfying (2) and (3)

that are not strongly regular. A positive answer to this question becomes

much more significant if we observe that the Fourier-effective matrices
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considered by Fülle and Tamarkin [2], Nikol'skiï [4] and Sz.-Nagy [8]

have to satisfy (2) and (3) though perhaps not (1).

2. In this paper we construct a nonstrongly regular positive regular

matrix satisfying (2) and (3) possessing, in addition, the Borel property

of summing almost all sequences of 0's and l's to the value J. The con-

struction is based on the use of the coefficients of the Rudin-Shapiro

polynomial as given in Rudin [6]. These are defined as follows.

We set P0(x) = Q0(x)=x and define Pk and Qk inductively by

JVlto - Pk(X) + *2 Otto

ßw-ito - U*) - **ß*W
(4) ?   ,í " „A       Ji     '      (fe = 0,1, 2, • • • )•

Clearly Px(x)=x+x2 and Q1(x)=x—x2. We observe that Pk is a poly-

nomial of degree 2k and that Pk is a partial sum of P,.+1. Hence we can

define a sequence {en} by setting e„ equal to the nth coefficient of Pk,

where 2!:>n. Clearly en=l or — 1. It has been shown by Rudin [6] that

(5)

N

2^"
n=l

< SjN   for 0 ^ 0 ^ 2tt, AT = 1, 2,

We assert that for all k = 1,2, • • • ,

iV» = ii + *2ßi + <V4A + <56*6ßi + ■ • •

+ <52*+i_4x2 +1-4P! + <52*+i_2x2   1_2öi

and

ßm = 'i + *2ßi + ¿i^i + ¿e^'fli + •
,     »(*) 2*+1-4n      .     .(*> 2*+1-2~

+  ö2i+X-4^ Pl  +  <V+1-2* ßl

where o2Ä and ô(2k are either +1 or — 1. The assertion is true for k=\.

If we assume that it is true for k— 1, then using (4) we get

»
Pfc+1 =   °k + X   V-k

= (Pi + x2Qi + ■■■ + ài^x2"-^ + <52'_2x2":-2Ô1)

+ x2\Pl + x2Q, + ■■■ + ô^x2 -P, + ó$Z\)x2UQi)

= Pi + x*Qi + ■■■ + (52l+1_4x2';+1-4p1 + á2*+1_2x2*+1-2e1

and similarly for Qk+1.

We therefore have

fWW=    2    {V^lto + «Vä^ßl«}
î-=0

where <50=<52=1. The general term in the above summation can be only
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one of the following forms :

xirPxix) + xir+2Qxix) = x4r+1 + x4r+2 + xir+s - xiT+\

xirPxix) - xir+2Qiix) = xiT+1 + x4r+2 - x4r+3 + x4r+4,

-x4rF1(x) + xir+2Qxix) = -x4r+1 - x4r+2 + x4r+3 - x4r+4,

-xirPxix) - xir+2Qxix) = -x4r+1 - x4r+2 - x4r+3 + x4r+4;

it follows that the set {e4n+1) ein+2, ein+3, e4n+i} consists of either three

+ l's and one —1 or three — l's and one +1.

Consider the matrix A = iank) defined as follows:

ank = 1/2/1 for 1 ^ k ^ n,

- (ek-n + 0/2/1   for zz + 1 < k ^ 2zz,

= 0 for k > 2zz.

A is regular since 2*S=i o„,k=l + il¡2ri) 2"e* where the second term on the

right tends to zero as zz->oo by (5) and other conditions are easily seen

to be satisfied. Since

00 CO

2 \an.k\ exp(27r(fci) = 2 an.k exp(27Tz7c/)
fc=i it=i

—   J> Qxpi2irikt) + ¿ ek exp{2rr¡ik + n)t}
2zzLj.=i k=x2nlk=

it follows again by (5) that A satisfies (2) and (3). Finally, since

CO

2 Ia«.* _ an.k+l\
k=l

.   [n/41-1

=  ~    ¿    {l£«+l  — e4fc+2l   +   l£4fc+2  — elk+3\   +   |£4ÜH-3 ~~ sik+i\ S
2«    *-0

^ (l/2n)2{[«/4] - 1},

A does not satisfy (1).

We now show that A possesses the Borel property. This follows readily

from a result due to Hill [1, p. 405] which asserts that A has the Borel

property if JñLi-^n^00 where ^„=2£Li \an,k\2 since in our case An^3¡4n.

3. In a recent paper [7], one of the authors has proved that a matrix

A = iank) sums every almost periodic sequence if and only if (1) \\A\\ =

supnêo 2¿T=olan.fcl<°°. and (2) limB_œ ¿zSLo«n,*exp(2ir*f) exists for all

/ £ (0, 1). He calls such matrices almost periodic. The matrix A con-

structed in §2 is clearly an almost periodic matrix that possesses the

Borel property. However an almost periodic matrix need not necessarily

possess the Borel property. If we use the notation a(zz, k) as alternative
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to ank and define

a{(m2 + i - 1), ((m - l)"2 +j- 2)} = [logzzz]"1

fory'=ï+l, z-r-2, •••,/+ [logzzz]; i— 1, 2, • • • , 2zzz-|-l ; m=3, 4, 5, • • -,

wherein, as usual, [logzzz] means the greatest integer in logzn, and let

a„tk=0 otherwise. Then, as shown in [1], A = (an¡k) is a matrix of non-

negative entries which does not possess the Borel property but is almost

periodic since, for /^0 (mod 27r),

k+llog m]

[logznr1    2    exp({(m-l)2+j-2}i0
i=k+l

i 2 1 — exp(i'[log mit)
= [log m]" exp({(zn - 1)  + k- l}ii)-FV

1 — exp(zi)

tends to 0 as m-^-co and, for / = 0 (mod 27r),

k+[\og m]

[log rn]"1    2    exp({(m - l)2 + j - 2}it) = 1.
j=k+l

Also there exist matrices possessing the Borel property without

being necessarily almost periodic. The matrix A = iank) with anj0=0,

ank=l\n for 1^/V^zz and ann+k=i-l)n+k-1Hn+k) for k>n is

such that (1) lim„_<00 an ,£=0, (2) lim«^«, 2"=oan.fc=l but (3) Mll =

sup„è0 2¡K=o lan,il = + °°> so tnat ^ is not almost periodic. But A

has the Borel property since

An=ï\an,k\2 = ±+2± = 0(ï)
k=0 n     n+x k \nl

so that y_n=i A2<ao and the above quoted criterion of Hill is applicable.
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